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Abstract 

Today’s youth ministry needs a new brand of entrepreneurial fuel. Young people’s most 

innovative and faithful expressions will get co-opted by established, youth ministry narratives 

unless youth ministry educators and leaders scaffold their approaches with entrepreneurial 

hermeneutics, pedagogy, and metrics. These elements take youth ministry beyond “new and 

improved” frames that limit entrepreneurialism and become the necessary fuel for interpreting, 

supporting, and guiding young people’s spiritual trajectories. 
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Beyond “New and Improved”:  

Guiding Young People’s Entrepreneurial Expressions of Faith 

At a gathering of academics and practitioners who were exploring what it might mean for 

the church to engage young people with an entrepreneurial vision, keynote speaker, Kenda 

Creasy Dean1 offered this compelling question: “Just how much of what we have learned to call 

‘church’ are we willing to let go of in order to follow Jesus?”2 Her query confronts the 

constructed frames of what adults, youth leaders, and instructors call “church.” It reaches for a 

vision beyond “new and improved” ministry efforts that claim to be radically different but 

actually are bound by the same, limiting perspectives and assumptions. Herein lies the challenge 

to youth ministry and the task of this paper– to not only pivot from tired forms of youth ministry, 

but to reimagine the hermeneutics, pedagogies, and metrics youth ministry uncritically holds that 

limits innovative approaches. Less traveled, but more reliable pathways are needed to propel 

youth ministry toward a preferred future worthy of an entrepreneurial vision, young people, and 

the gospel. This paper will offer some preliminary considerations and then make 

recommendations for an entrepreneurial hermeneutic, entrepreneurial pedagogy, and 

entrepreneurial metrics that can fuel an entrepreneurial vision for the church beyond “new and 

improved” assumptions toward a more compelling and needed view. 

Preliminary Considerations 

The disruption embedded in Dean’s question poses that any attempt to faithfully answer 

her challenge may go awry if the question falls into the wrong hands, succumbs to the wrong 

evaluation, or starts from in the wrong direction. Each of these challenges will be briefly 

addressed below.  

                                                      
1 Kenda Creasy Dean, PhD is Mary D. Synnott Professor of Youth, Church, and Culture at Princeton Theological Seminary. 

 
2 Fuller Theological Seminary, Payton Lectures, April, 2017. http://fullerstudio.fuller.edu/fuller-dialogues-young-people-and-the-church/  

http://fullerstudio.fuller.edu/fuller-dialogues-young-people-and-the-church/
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Wrong Hands 

Let’s not let the posed question fall in to the wrong hands. There are the pragmatists who 

think that church is formulaic. If church does not add up, change the formula, “get the right 

people on the bus,” find our niche, or market to the “target audience.” This pragmatic approach, 

laced in an historical naiveté or an obsession with relevance only sets churches up to repeat their 

sins, replacing one formula for another, one technology for another, or one personality for 

another. Young people are about as impressed with pragmatists, as they are with grandparents 

using Facebook. At best, it’s cute. At worst, young people migrate somewhere else. Youth 

ministry in the hands of pragmatists perpetually plays catch-up, leaving a path of discarded 

techniques, outdated programs, and confused people along the way. Worse, pragmatists lose their 

churches’ souls when they attempt to market their message without changing with their message. 

In my many conversations with church leaders, I hear three consistent questions they ask of 

young people: First, “Why did they leave us?” Second, “How do we get them back.” And third, 

“If they do come back, what should we do with them?” There is much to draw from these 

questions but here, I make one observation. In each of these questions, the church leaders assume 

that young people have left them; that it is the job of young people to come back to them; and, if 

they come back, they must somehow fit in to the church’s current structure. The leaving, 

returning, and fitting expectations are all placed on young people while the church remains static. 

Pragmatists will invest as much as needed into buildings, programming, and staffing to entice 

young people while church members insulated from personal change. This is not 

entrepreneurialism, only self-preservation.  
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Wrong Evaluation 

Let’s not let this question fall under the wrong evaluation. There are the traditionalists 

who somehow think that their church is magical. That if they can just get people to church, 

young people’s lives will magically be changed. So, while traditionalists keep counting 

attendance and wringing our hands over “nones and dones leaving,” they fail to notice that their 

myopic metrics perpetuate out-of-focus evaluations. Nancy Tatom Ammerman, insightfully says 

that, if we do not find [religion today] in the predictable places and the predictable forms as we 

did before, “we cannot assume that it is disappearing.”3 And, more recently, Emma Green writes, 

“The experience of those who are losing their religion shouldn’t obscure those who are finding 

it.”4 Traditionalists obsessed with young people’s religious attendance to their static forms of 

gathering, teaching, and meaning making make it impossible to interpret young peoples’ spiritual 

movements toward faithful participation. This is not entrepreneurialism, only self-deception. 

Wrong Direction 

Let’s not let this question get outsourced. Somehow, religious leaders give culture too 

much credit for the demise of church. This leads to many leaders looking for someone on the 

“outside” to take the fall–Postmodernism, Republicans, Democrats, science, new atheists, and 

the worst of them all, Millennials. Dean’s question posed at the beginning of this piece must turn 

away from the direction of blaming others, toward one of critical self-reflection on our own 

faithfulness where following Jesus will cost existing (especially western) church leaders and 

communities something. At the Fuller Youth Institute, we are trying to ask important questions 

about how we innovate ministry for and with young people.5 We have observed that the 

                                                      
3 Ammerman, Nancy Tatom. Sacred Stories, Spiritual Tribes: Finding Religion in Everyday Life. New York: Oxford University Press. 2013.  

 
4 Green, Emma. “It's Hard to Go to Church.” The Atlantic, Atlantic Media Company, 23 Aug. 2016, 

www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/religious-participation-survey/496940/ . Accessed Apr. 2017. 

 
5 The Fuller Youth Institute is able to conduct this research thanks to the generous funding of the Lilly Endowment.  

http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/religious-participation-survey/496940/
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temptation of many religious leaders is to default to their past successes. Leaders are tempted to 

invest their efforts working on “best practices” – improving quality, leveraging tried and tested 

approaches, or making something good, better. While beneficial, we must also admit that 

pursuits of best practices have their limitations. What youth ministry and ministry with emerging 

adults requires, and now more than ever, is not “best practices” but “first practices.” First 

practices are the spaces leaders have missed or avoided and are the new territories where the 

church must risk traveling. They are not the spaces that are declared by leaders who tell young 

journeyers where they are to go (these are best practices), but are the yet-to-be-discovered spaces 

that young people show leaders when leaders listen, empathize, and seek to understand. They are 

the domains where young people say they need the greatest and most support and where, 

currently, the church is often least present.6 There is still much we are attempting to unpack in 

our own understanding and research, but our instincts and initial observations are supported by 

past studies that describe young people disconnecting from faith communities more out of 

ambiguity than protest. Further, most of those reporting to be “nones” still have an affinity for 

spirituality and claim to be theists. We also can refer back to Dean’s prophetic work that 

critiqued the church for not being compelling enough to keep up with the passionate lives of 

young people.7 This is not entrepreneurialism, only protectionism. 

Thus, where young people need the church the most is not a marketing question but as 

Dean has rightly put, a love question.8 In love, we must place ourselves in self-giving, first 

                                                      
6  Putnam, Robert D., David E. Campbell, and Shaylyn Romney Garrett. American Grace: How Religion Divides and Unites Us. 1st Simon & 

Schuster hardcover ed. ed. New York :: Simon & Schuster, 2010. 

  Smith, Christian and Melinda Lundquist Denton. Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers. Oxford University 
Press, 2005. 

  Smith, Christian and Patricia Snell. Souls in Transition: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of Emerging Adults. Oxford; New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009. 

  Taylor, Paul. The Next America: Boomers, Millennials, and the Looming Generational Showdown. 2014. 

 
7 Dean, Kenda Creasy. Practicing Passion: Youth and the Quest for a Passionate Church. Grand Rapids, Mich., Eerdmans Pub, 2004. 

 
8 Fuller Theological Seminary, Payton Lectures, April, 2017. http://fullerstudio.fuller.edu/fuller-dialogues-young-people-and-the-church/ 

http://fullerstudio.fuller.edu/fuller-dialogues-young-people-and-the-church/
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practice, new territory spaces in order to embody the good news young people say they need. No 

blaming. No excuses. Only love that moves in the direction from the inside-out.  

What an Entrepreneurial Vision Needs 

While we must ensure that Dean’s question does not fall into the wrong hands, be limited 

by the wrong evaluation, or be positioned in the wrong direction, we must still make helpful 

moves to fuel an entrepreneurial vision. Three considerations are offered: an entrepreneurial 

hermeneutic, entrepreneurial pedagogy, and entrepreneurial metrics.  

An Entrepreneurial Vision Needs an Entrepreneurial Hermeneutic 

Hermeneutics refers to the way we interpret the world around us.  An entrepreneurial 

hermeneutic can give us renewed perspectives and language to recapture and broaden our vision 

of ministry with young people.  Let’s evoke a hermeneutic that calls us back to the best reasons 

our local churches and theological schools started in the first place.9 Let’s appeal to the better 

nature of our traditions that makes us take risks, dream, trust each other, and be resources to our 

communities. Let’s reclaim Gospel as a bridge not a barrier, as a portal not a policy. 

For instance, how might we reinterpret the term, “leader?” In our book, Growing Young, 

we found that “keychain leadership” was one of the characteristics young people appreciated 

about their churches.10 Well-meaning leaders desiring to promote young people to “leadership 

positions” within the church have misunderstood this concept, thinking that if they gave the 

“leadership keys” to young leaders, they would keep leading church just like their predecessors. 

                                                      
9 Pelikan, J. The Idea of the University: A Reexamination. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1992. 

  Jacobsen, Douglas G. and Rhonda Hustedt Jacobsen. The American University in a Postsecular Age. Oxford; New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2008. 
 
10 Powell, Kara Eckmann, Jake Mulder, and Brad Griffin. Growing Young: Six Essential Strategies to Help Young People Discover and Love 

Your Church. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, a division of Baker Publishing Group, 2016. 
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However, keychain leadership is not giving young leaders keys to drive, say, the SUV—it 

is giving them keys where they likely drive the SUV to a dealer to sell the vehicle and use the 

proceeds to buy 100 bikes, because it is better for their environment and serves more people. 

This is where we see the challenge– young people do not want to lead an outdated form of 

church that worked for another generation. They aspire to be like the faithful who have gone 

before them, becoming church for today’s people, today’s questions, and today’s search for good 

news. So, current church leaders who believe in “passing the faith on to the next generation” are 

faced with a choice–give young leaders the keys to sell their SUV for 100 bikes, or keep the 

SUV and promise young leaders a shotgun seat where they can be in charge of the music. To the 

latter, Millennials will answer, “Thanks, but we’ll walk.” An entrepreneurial hermeneutic gives 

room to interpret young leaders’ actions not as protest, rejection, or abandonment but as their 

necessary move to embody the Gospel that speaks good news to their generation’s needs and 

challenges. This kind of hermeneutic calls us back to the missional view that, likely, launched 

churches and educational institutions in the first place and placed them in the middle of the city, 

in proximity of the community’s need, and part of the current conversation.  

An Entrepreneurial Vision Needs an Entrepreneurial Pedagogy  

It has become increasingly evident that many young people who attend youth group are 

prepared to engage in more youth group after high school, not life.11 As educators, we fail our 

students if we curtail their curiosity, made them afraid to explore, shame them into behaviors, 

caricature others who are not like “us,” or steer them away from hard questions (ones that even 

scare us). We have failed if students pass all their assignments but cannot transfer course ideas 

                                                      
11 Argue, S. C. "Supporting Undergraduate Spirituality: College-Related Factors Evangelical Christian Students Perceive as Affecting Their 

Working through Spiritual Struggle While Attending a Public University." Ph.D., Michigan State University, 2015. ProQuest 

Dissertations & Theses Global; ProQuest Dissertations and Theses A&I: The Humanities and Social Sciences Collection.  
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into real-life contexts. An entrepreneurial vision emphasizes a process–an entrepreneurial 

pedagogy –that calls leaders and teachers to shift their educational and formational approaches 

from passivity to agency and from control to curiosity. 

From passivity to agency 

In my research, I discovered that many college students who struggled the most with their 

spiritual journeys felt paralyzed to be agents of their own faith. They worried about stepping 

away from the script they were taught as they had no other personal resources to guide them. 

This led them to try to work out their spiritual questions with friends or by themselves, while 

rarely accessing their churches for guidance.12 

An entrepreneurial pedagogy of agency will require something different of youth leaders. 

They will have the beautiful, terrifying responsibility of stepping closer to young people to 

acknowledge their stories before judging them and welcoming their narratives as the 

community’s own.13 Youth groups and classrooms will need to engage, not avoid, topics young 

people want to talk about. They will need to be places that are no longer safe for instructors or 

youth workers, but home for young people.  

In theological institutions, I believe we also need an entrepreneurial pedagogy to train the 

leaders who will advocate for young people by encouraging their own agency. Can we reclaim 

the syllabus as a musical score that invites students to sing their part to make the piece come 

alive rather than a megaphone with mega-information that yells at the student?14 Can we create 

class time environments where we “belay on” to each other as the only way to journey forward, 

                                                      
12 Argue, Steven C. "Undergraduate Spiritual Struggle and the Quest to Remain Faithful." Journal of Youth Ministry 16, no. 1 (Fall 2017): xx. 

 
13 Parks, Sharon Daloz. Big Questions, Worthy Dreams: Mentoring Young Adults in Their Search for Meaning, Purpose, and Faith. 2nd ed. San 

Francisco, Calif.: Jossey-Bass, 2011. 
 
14 Singham, Mano. "Death to the Syllabus." Liberal Education 93, no. 4 (2007): 52-56. 
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rather than class being a competitive, jeopardy game show?15 Can we redeem a grading system 

where the goal is help students find their voices, rather than silence them?16 These questions are 

more than musings. They strike at the heart of how we view teaching and formation. Some 

argue, as one educator said to me, that a learner centered approach to teaching and learning is 

“just fun and games.” Apparently, some still believe that downloading (even good) information 

is all that young people need. We find that this is quickly insufficient, when students’ curiosities 

are overrun by the question, “Is this going to be on the test?” Or when our parishioners (young 

and old) critique a worship service by how much “they got out of it.” In these moments let us 

reconsider our pedagogy not blame our young people. Let us embrace an entrepreneurial 

pedagogy that actualizes a vision where young people are encouraged to be agents in their faith 

journeys that will challenge our teaching, and disrupt everyone’s passivity.  

From control to curiosity 

The questions and solutions young people naturally evoke to pursue meaning making 

need environments where their creativity is encouraged. Researchers such as Kashdan et al. 

suggest that people’s curiosity prompts intentionally, proactive behaviors in response to novelty, 

complexity, uncertainty, or conflict.17 Curiosity equips people to be situationally, relationally, 

and vocationally more agile; and curious people show signs of experiencing higher levels of 

well-being.18  This, of course, will require something different of youth workers and teachers– 

                                                      
15 Lenning, O. T. and L. H. Ebbers. "The Powerful Potential of Learning Communities: Improving Education for the Future." In Ashe-Eric Higher 

Education Report, edited by Adrianna Kezar, vol 26, No. 6. Washington, D.C.: The George Washington University, Graduate school of 

Education and Human Development, 1999. 

 
16 Palmer, Parker J. Let Your Life Speak : Listening for the Voice of Vocation. San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 2000. 
 
17 Kashdan TB, Rose P, and Fincham FD. 2004. “Curiosity and Exploration: Facilitating Positive Subjective Experiences and Personal Growth 

Opportunities.” Journal of Personality Assessment 82 (3): 291–305. 

 
18 Jovanović V, and Gavrilov-Jerković V. 2014. “The Good, the Bad (and the Ugly): The Role of Curiosity in Subjective Well-Being and Risky 

Behaviors among Adolescents.” Scandinavian Journal of Psychology 55 (1): 38–44. 
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admitting that we have lost our ability to be curious ourselves. According to research, I suggest 

two reasons for this. First, we are afraid, and second, we are afraid.  

We are afraid, firstly, because the topics young people may want explore will 

contaminate our reputations. Beck, who researched the “psychology of disgust” calls this a 

boundary psychology where it is a human inclination to keep impure things distanced to maintain 

purity. We see this with youth ministries who aptly define what they are not and get anxious 

when young people’s curiosities blur the lines.19 This may be why the “slippery slope” argument 

is often evoked. Boundaries that control feel safer than curiosity that contaminates. 

The second fear, is youth workers’ anxieties over their own faith formation. Some 

research suggests that the relational nature of faith creates a contagiousness, where the questions 

and struggles of one person will evoke questioning and struggling in others.20 We can imagine 

what this looks like when a frantic parent calls a youth worker, fretting over their child’s faith 

and we all know that this phone call has more to do with the parent’s faith than the teenager’s. 

Youth workers are just as entrenched when they frame loss, fear, hope, pain, forgiveness, 

change, or salvation as abstractions, protecting themselves from the life and death topics that 

really matter to young people.21 An entrepreneurial pedagogy creates an ecosystem that is safe 

for young people while necessarily risky for adults.   

An Entrepreneurial Vision Needs an Entrepreneurial Metric  

For an entrepreneurial vision, an entrepreneurial hermeneutic shifts our interpretive 

frames; an entrepreneurial pedagogy reorients our educational and formational approaches; and 

                                                      
19 Beck, Richard Allan. Unclean: Meditations on Purity, Hospitality, and Mortality. Cambridge, U.K., Lutterworth Press, 2012.  

 
20 Astin, A. and H. Astin. Spirituality in College Students: Preliminary Findings from a National Study. Edited by Higher Education Research 

Institute. Los Angeles, CA Higher Education Research Inst., Inc., 2003. 

 
21 Argue, S. C. (2017). When their storms become ours: closing the distance between leaders and young people. Retrieved February 17, 2017, 

from https://fulleryouthinstitute.org/blog/storms  

 

https://fulleryouthinstitute.org/blog/storms
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finally, an entrepreneurial metric reframes what we deem successful. For example, if we attempt 

new innovations that see and support young people, but default to evaluating the success of these 

attempts by, say, attendance numbers, we contradict our attempts. Presently, new metrics 

regarding ministry to young people remain vague and old metrics are perpetually reinforced by 

the standards established big churches, big numbers, and popular speakers. While these standards 

are not inherently bad and reveal the hard work of these organizations and experts, focus on only 

these models reinforce a metric of success that supports best practices, not first practices.  

For first practices, how will we measure our progress? How can we determine if the lives 

of young people under our care are qualitatively better? How might the job descriptions of 

professor or youth pastor shift in order to support the value of an entrepreneurial vision, 

hermeneutic, and pedagogy? Perhaps we see an entrepreneurial vision as successful by the 

retention of a ministry volunteers; by how many local partnerships a youth ministry has; by how 

close the diversity of the youth group reflects the diversity of the community; or by how the 

space of the church is used for young people to study, receive care, get tutoring, or finding 

connection. Whatever the metric, Dean’s call for an entrepreneurial vision and my suggestions 

for an entrepreneurial hermeneutic, pedagogy, and metric to fuel this view can and must call for 

the revamping of every job description we have as professor, pastor, youth pastor, and 

congregant. It will disrupt the system where we may realize that young people’s attendance is not 

the same as their participation; that their doubts are signs of faithfulness not heresy; that their 

critique of their church is not a symptom of hating their church but of loving their friends; and 

that their active participation promises disruption more than conformity. Such an approach gives 

us opportunity tell a different and better story of what is good news to young people and how the 

church is embodying this gospel. 
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An entrepreneurial vision asks something of all of us, which is why Dean’s query is so 

challenging: “Just how much of what we have learned to call ‘church’ are we willing to let go of 

in order to follow Jesus?” Her question is one I fear youth ministry leaders and educators will be 

quick to support but unprepared answer. But I am hopeful that some will research and risk to 

activate this vision fueled by a hermeneutic, pedagogy, and metrics that help us be more faithful 

to the Gospel, to the youth leaders we train, and to the young people serve.  
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